
Elementary Bayesian Analysis example exam questionsUse equations to larify your answers if neessary.1. Desribe brie�y (total of about one page) the following terms and what is their signi�ane inBayesian analysis: (in a real exam there is 6 terms asked, and below is olletion of terms fromprevious exams)- Marginal distribution (1p)- Posterior distribution (1p)- Preditive distribution (1p)- Posterior preditive distribution (1p)- Semi-onjugate prior (1p)- Non-informative prior distribution (1p)- Improper prior (1p)- Improper distribution (1p)- HPD-interval (1p)- Observed information (1p)- Under-identi�ed model (1p)- Non-identi�able parameter (1p)- Aliasing (1p)- Hyper-parameter (1p)- Monte arlo error (1p)- Grid sampling (1p)- Inverse-df -method (1p)- Convergene (1p)- Burn-in (1p)- Sensitivity analysis (1p)- Bayes fator (1p)- Utility funtion (1p)- Ignorability (1p)- Stable treatment (1p)2. Compare pros and ons of Gibbs sampling and Metropolis-Hasting algorithm and desribe howthe hoie of MCMC-algorithm may be a�eted by the model. (6p)3. Desribe what is onvergene diagnostis and why it is needed. Desribe one approah withjusti�ation, pros and ons. (6p)



Elementary Bayesian Analysis example exam questions4. Markov hain Monte Carlo (MCMC)a) Desribe brie�y Gibbs sampling and Metropolis-Hasting algorithms and ompare pros andons. (3p)b) Desribe what is onvergene diagnostis and why it is needed. Desribe one approah brie�ywith pros and ons. (3)5. Desribe most used methods to summarize posterior and preditive distributions. Mention alsothe possible problems of these methods. (6p)6. Markov hain Monte Carlo (MCMC)a) How one an estimate how many MCMC samples are needed? (3p)b) Desribe brie�y Metropolis-Hasting algorithm. What issues have an e�et to its performaneand how the performane an be improved? (3p)7. Markov hain Monte Carlo (MCMC)b) Desribe brie�y Gibbs sampling and mention at least one good and one bad property (3p)b) Desribe brie�y PSRF diagnostis and mention at least one good and one bad property (3p)8. Markov hain Monte Carlo (MCMC)a) Desribe brie�y Metropolis algorithm and mention also its good and bad properties. (3p)b) What is the transition distribution produed by Metropolis algorithm? (1p)) Desribe the relation between Gibbs and Metropolis algorithms. (2p)9. Explain Monte Carlo error, how it an be estimated in di�erent situtations, and give an simpleexample. (6 p)10. Write about one page essay on Bayesian model heking, evaluation and omparison. (6p)11. Brie�y disuss Bayesian model heking and evaluation. (6p)12. Desribe posterior preditive heking and its onnetion to external validation. Mention also atleast one good and bad property. (6p)13. Disuss Bayesian model heking and evaluation. (6p)14. Desribe posterior preditive heking and its pros and ons. (6p)15. Model heking and omparisona) Desribe DIC and mention at least one good and one bad property (3p)b) Desribe posterior preditive heking and mention at least one good and one bad property(3p)16. Desribe posterior preditive heking and mention at least one good and one bad property. (3p).17. Desribe sample survey, designed experiment and observational study and main di�erenes be-tween them (6p)18. Explain why exhangeability is important onept in bayesian modeling. (3p)



Elementary Bayesian Analysis example exam questions19. Exhangeabilitya) Explain brie�y the term exhangeability. (3p)b) Does exhangeability hold in the following examples? Justify. (3p)i) Exam results for ten students T1, . . . , T10.ii) Exam results for ten students T1, . . . , T10, when we know that exatly half of the studentsare gradauate students.iii) Exam results for ten students T1, . . . , T10, when we know the average exam results for thosestudents X1, . . . ,X10.20. Explain terms informative and non-informative prior, and explain their purpose, pros and ons.(6p)21. Exhangeabilitya) Explain brie�y the term exhangeability and give an example. (2p)b) Does exhangeability imply independene? Explain. (2p)) How is exhangeability related to hierarhial models? Give an example. (2p)22. Exhangeabilitya) Explain brie�y the term exhangeability. (2p)b) Does exhangeability imply independene? Explain. (2p)) What happens to exhangeability if additional information related to units is obtained? (2p)23. Desribe brie�y following methods and mention at least one good and bad property for both ofthema) Normal distribution approximation (3p)b) Gibbs sampling (3p)24. Deision analysisa) Desribe shortly the Bayesian deision analysis proess (priniple, terms, and steps) (3 p)b) Compute the expeted ost in the following example (maximum 2 digits auray) (3 p)Patient has some symptoms X and goes to see a dotor. Symptoms might be aused by diseaseY or Z. Only disease Y an be ured with antibiotis. Time in bed for disease Z is 5 days. Timein bed for disease Y without antibiotis is 7 days. With antibiotis symptoms are relieved in 3days. With present symptoms prior for disease Y is 5%. Disease Y an be tested with laboratorytest, whih auray is 98%. Reeiving the test reult takes one day. If the ost is time (time inbed + optional waiting of the test result), ompare osts if 1) no antibiotis, 2) antibiotis rightaway without test. 3) antibiotis only if the test result is positive? If antibiotis had a ost howmany days it would have to orrespond so that it would better not to eat antibiotis.25. Deision analysisa) Desribe shortly the Bayesian deision analysis proess (priniple, terms, and steps) (2 p)



Elementary Bayesian Analysis example exam questionsb) A part of an airraft engine an be given a test before installation. The test has only a 75%hane of revealing a defet if it is present, and the same hane of passing a sound part. Whetheror not the part has been tested it may undergo an expensive rework operation whih is ertainto produe a part free from defets. If a defetive part is installed in the engine the loss is L.If the rework operation osts L/5 and 1 in 8 of parts are initially defetive, alulate how muhyou ould pay for the test and determine all the optimum deisions. (4p)26. Deision analysisa) Desribe shortly the Bayesian deision analysis proess (priniple, terms, and steps) (2 p)b) Solve following deision analysis problem (4p)Company X has developed a new produt. It is now time to deide whether to start produtionand sales. The suess of the produt is not ertain. The ompany's estimate is that if theprodut is suess it will produe 10 million euro pro�t, and if it is disaster it will produe 5million euro loss. Previous development osts are not onsidered here, and thus if prodution ofthe produt is not started, the loss will be 0 euro. The ompany's market expert estimates thatthe probability of suess is 0.3.- Should the ompany start the prodution and sales of the produt?- If market researh ould tell preisely whether the produt is suess or disaster, what is themaximum worthwhile prie of suh perfet information for the ompany?It is possible to produe a smaller trial bath to be sold in a smaller market area. Based on thesuess of this smaller trial bath, it is possible to infer possible suess in the whole market area.The ost of the trial bath would be 1 million euro. If the trial bath is suess, the ompanywould get bak 1.2 million euro. If the trial bath is disaster, the ompany would get bak 0 euro.Based on previous produts it is known, that if the produt was suess in the whole market area,then it had been suess in the smaller market area with 90% probability, and if the previousprodut had been disaster in the whole market, then it had been disaster in the smaller marketwith 80% probability.- Should the ompany make smaller trial bath?(Note: Here the problem is naturally simpli�ed. In real senario the estimated pro�ts and relatedunertainties would be ontinuous valued, but the priniple of inferene would be same.)27. Deision analysisA patient may have a severe disease. Without an operation the probability of reovery is 5%.If the patient with the disease is operated, the probability of reovery is 50%. Operation isdangerous and thus even if the patient does not have the disease there is 20% hane that thepatient dies as a result of the operation.If thw operation is done and the patient lives is reovery omplete. If the operation is not doneand the patient has the disease, reovery is only partial. If the patient does not have the diseaseand the patient does not die is reovery omplete.Advise the dotor in making the deision to operate. You may use following osts: ompletereovery = 0, partial reovery = λ, and death = 1.28. Desribe shortly the Bayesian deision analysis proess and ompute the expeted ost in thefollowing example (maximum 2 digits auray). (6p)



Elementary Bayesian Analysis example exam questionsIn the morning you need to make a deision about what to do. Your hoies are
a1: �stay home, a2: �go out without umbrella, a3: �go out with umbrellaThe possible states of the world are
θ = 0: �no rain θ = 1: �rain,Your observation is the weather foreast: no rain (y = 0) or rain (y = 1).The osts and distribution of the observations are desribed in the tables below:weatheration θ = 0 θ = 1

a1 4 4
a2 0 5
a3 5 2 weatherobservation θ1 θ2

y = 0 0.9 0.2
y = 1 0.1 0.8Your prior is p(θ = 0) = p(θ = 1) = 1

2
. The weather foreast predits rain (y = 1). Compute theexpeted ost for all ations and give the ation whih minimizes the expeted ost.


